Recently, skill preservation of an expert has been a serious problem of the medical or production fields. This paper proposes a motion acquisition and reproduction of human motion by bilateral motion control. The proposed skill preservation system is composed of two modes; acquisition mode and reproduction mode. In the acquisition mode, the control system is based on bilateral control. Since a touching motion is subject to the "law of action and reaction", it is possible to decompose the force information into action force and reaction force by using the bilateral control. The overview of the skill preservation system is shown in Fig. 1 . Since the system has three-degree-of-freedom, a motion by three fingers is acquired and reproduced.
In this paper, a human motion is acquired in decoupled modal space by using the mode quarry matrix Q 3
The transformed three modes are shown in Fig. 2 . The decoupled modes correspond to "translating", "rotating", "grasping" tasks. Thus the skilled motion by a human is easily obtained and analyzed in the modal space.
The proposed skill preservation system is applied for grasping motion by three fingers. The experimental results of the motion acquisition are shown in Fig. 3 . Each position of the system is shown in Fig. 3 (a)∼(c). Modal positions are obtained by using the mode quarry matrix as shown in Fig. 3 (d)∼(f). The internal force response in the Mode 3 is shown in Fig. 3(g) .
From the experimental results, it turns out that the human moves first the COG, then yawing, and finally the COG. Since the motion acquisition is based on the master-slave system, it is possible to abstract the reaction force. As a result, the human motion is acquired in the modal space. Thus the skilled motion by a human is easily obtained and reproduced in the modal space. (1) (2) 3 Table 3 . Parameters of the motion reproduction mode. 
